DST-52 STEALTH
GPS - Tracking and
Asset Recovery System
You can't afford to lose assets, but you need a solution
that will do an effective job in helping you to recover high value
property? Now you can get it using new compact standalone
DST-52 Stealth GPS tracking system designed for covert
installation to the vehicle in order to locate it when it's stolen.
This system has many advantages over other recovery and tracking
devices. It is not the full-featured alarm system – DST 52 is a retrieval device that
can be used either independently or in addition to standard car - alarm system.
The operating principle is simple – a GPS/GSM module installed to the vehicle remains in deep
sleep mode most of the time. The module wakes up according to the user pre-defined schedule and
transmits all the recently acquired coordinates to the owner's mobile phone using SMS and GPRS
channel. It also can be remotely reconfigured through special format service SMS messages.
The main advantages of this tracking system are:
- Tiny dimensions and a special deep sleep mode that makes this device impossible for intruders to
be found and disabled.
- Unique operating algorithm that enables the owner to track the vehicle locations over a certain
period of time with pre-defined coordinates storing schedule (“blackbox”). It means the device is
“waking up” at the certain time and tries to acquire coordinates from GPS receiver. The frequency
of data acquisition is user-defined. The coordinates are saved in the device memory and
transmitted as scheduled only when satellite fix was successful. Thus, you can get the actual
device position and receive the recent vehicle movement track as well.
- Built-in batteries intended for 1 year of off-line operation and unique algorithm of module
recharging don't let the hijacker to detect the presence of the device due to extra low power
consumption.
- Simplicity of installation – only power source is connected to device terminals. Device also can
operate from the built-in accumulator without external power source, so the absence of lead wires
complicates the search of the hidden device.
- Powerful built-in GSM antenna, that allows to hide the module not only in classic places of
installation but also in any water and mud protected place in the vehicle. It considerably
complicates the search of the device and facilitates installation.
The DST-52 Stolen Vehicle Recovery System gives you a better than 90 percent chance of
recovering your car quickly and with less damage. Whether it's your classic car, family vehicle, or any
other movable asset (container or cargo), DST-52 Stealth lets you know the exact whereabouts of what is
important to you.
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